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day before the incident, deceased had heated arguments with accused regarding

indecent remarks made by them about his wife and mother of deceased in a drunken

condition - Statement of PW4 may be relevant for introducing a motive - But, it is too

trivial to motivate accused to commit murder of deceased. (Vikas & Ors. Vs State of

Haryana) 2020(2) Criminal Court Cases 535 (P&H) (DB)

Ss.302, 34, 149 - Double murder case - Non-applicability of S.149 IPC is no

bar in convicting accused u/s 302 IPC r/w S.34 IPC provided there is evidence

which discloses commission of offence in furtherance of common intention. (Palakom

Abdul Rahiman Vs Station House Officer Badiadka Police Station, Kerala & Anr.)

2019(2) Apex Court Judgments 350 (S.C.)

Ss.302, 34, 149 - Murder - Main accused not convicted u/s 34 or S.149 IPC,

therefore each individual accused can only be convicted for injury attributed to that

individual. (Guru @ Gurubaran & Ors. Vs State Rep. by Insp. of Police)

2019(4) Criminal Court Cases 834 (S.C.)

Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Greater burden lies in

the shoulder of prosecution to prove its case in a case of circumstantial evidence.

(Ramesh & Anr. Vs State of Uttarakhand)

2019(3) Criminal Court Cases 637 (Uttarakhand) (DB)

Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Identification of dead

body on basis of photographs and apparels of deceased - Dead body was taken out

from well, which was completely mutilated and body was beyond identification -

Identification of body from photographs not possible - However, from the tag of

tailoring shop found on apparels of deceased, tailor was examined and he deposed

that clothes were stitched for deceased - Dead body taken out of well thus, was

identified as dead body of deceased. (Md.Younus Ali Tarafdar Vs State of West

Bengal) 2020(3) Criminal Court Cases 062 (S.C.) :

2020(2) Apex Court Judgments 006 (S.C.)

Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last seen evidence -

PWs stated that accused and deceased were last seen together - However, PWs only

stated that they were informed by deceased that he was going to visit accused -

There is no evidence on record to show that deceased and accused was last seen

together - S.106 of Evidence Act is not applicable - It cannot be said that accused

failed to explain as to what happened after they were last seen together especially

when there is no evidence to show that they were last seen together - Circumstances

relied upon by prosecution to prove guilt of accused were not complete - Accused

acquitted. (Md.Younus Ali Tarafdar Vs State of West Bengal)

2020(3) Criminal Court Cases 062 (S.C.) : 2020(2) Apex Court Judgments

006 (S.C.)

Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Mother of deceased

stated that it was accused who came to her house and took away her son/deceased -

Three last seen witnesses have seen the body of deceased being carried by accused -

Accused arrested on next date and co-accused absconding - Post mortem report

shows that deceased was smothered and done to death - Motive of crime proved on

record - There is thus, overwhelming evidence against accused - Accused rightly

convicted. (Ramesh & Anr. Vs State of Uttarakhand)

2019(3) Criminal Court Cases 637 (Uttarakhand) (DB)

Ss.302, 34, 304 Part-I - Nature of offence - Murder case - As per evidence

on record, act of stabbing was preceded by discussion to sort out some dispute
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